Capitalize on the next wave of digitization
with the leading platform for sophisticated, scalable blockchain applications
The challenge
Minimal innovation and outdated technology continue to introduce unnecessary risk and high operating costs to
enterprises globally. Even the most forward-looking organizations are struggling to overcome near-universal
challenges with legacy systems and infrastructure.

Fragile, rigid infrastructure

Poor communication

Lack of privacy

$3 trillion is transacted daily via
disconnected systems, leaving
customers without shared,
authoritative data

Fractured systems make
interactions anything but
seamless, resulting in manual
reconciliation that introduces risk
and unnecessary operating costs

Multiple parties need to control
where data is stored and who
has access to that information,
and no public blockchain
supports sub-transaction privacy

The business opportunity

Momentum is building across a wide

Today's blockchains provide a partial solution to the
problem of siloed data. However, boundaries remain
between different blockchain deployments, and between
blockchains and traditional IT systems. Few enterprises
are effectively implementing blockchain solutions.
Proofs-of-concept have dominated the hype, but these
walled-garden installations often fail to realize full value.

range of use cases and industries
●

Asset tokenization

●

Exchanges, clearing and settlement

●

Custody and asset servicing

●

Securities ﬁnancing and collateral
management

Digital Asset is changing how businesses and markets interact

Digital Asset is a software company that modernizes
legacy ﬁnancial systems with Daml, our smart contract
language, and Canton, our privacy-enabled blockchain
platform. Together, this platform powers cutting-edge
blockchain solutions, helping customers unlock new
networks of value with sophisticated applications.
Leading ﬁnancial services, insurance, and healthcare
organizations are partnering with Digital Asset to create
new, multi-party applications that transform disparate
silos into synchronized networks.
A global network of customers and partners

Payments and central bank digital
currency

●

Healthcare, insurance, sports betting,
energy and gaming

Digital Asset ensures your team has the industry
expertise to build compatible solutions to legacy
problems, along with the enabling technologies
to scale your business needs.
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●

Beneﬁt from the cutting-edge of smart contracts and blockchain applications
Daml, our core technology, is the leading platform for building and running sophisticated blockchain
applications
Daml contains a smart contract language and runtime environment that deﬁnes and enforces the schema, semantics, and
execution of transactions between parties. Daml applications run on Canton, a scalable, privacy-enabled enterprise
blockchain. Daml applications running on one Canton blockchain are composable, meaning they can connect and transact
with Daml applications running on separate Canton instances.

Daml is the blockchain technology of choice across industries
With Daml, enterprises can create multi-party solutions that transform disparate silos into synchronized networks,
eradicating latency and errors by guaranteeing consistent data. Different partiesㅡfrom teams within a single business to
separate organizationsㅡshare a real-time understanding of transactions. This eliminates duplicate processing and manual
reconciliation, provides reliable data and audit trails, and creates a foundation for innovation.

Join a growing digital network of new market services

Goldman Sachs is using
Daml to develop its E2E
tokenized asset
infrastructure

Clearstream has created a
fully compliant, DLT-ready
platform enabling
same-day-issuance

HKEX is putting Daml to
work in its post-trade
processing for it Stock
Connect platform

Xpansiv is creating a
multi-tenant marketplace for
new data-driven and
ESG-inclusive commodities
products

“Clearstream took registration down from 3 days
to 9 minutes and even those 9 minutes are because we left
some manual process there which we will remove. This has
signiﬁcant positive ﬁnancial outcome for our clients.”
Jens Hachmeister
MD Issuer Services and New Digital Markets

Go to digitalasset.com to learn more

Digital Asset is an enterprise software company that modernizes
legacy ﬁnancial systems with Daml, our smart contract language, and
Canton, our privacy-enabled blockchain platform. Together, this

Learn more and view additional case studies at digitalasset.com, or
Download Daml
and view our reference applications at https://daml.com

platform powers cutting-edge smart contracts and blockchain
solutions, helping customers unlock new networks of value with
sophisticated applications. Leading ﬁnancial services, insurance, and
healthcare organizations are partnering with Digital Asset to create
new, multi-party solutions that transform disparate silos into

Connect with us on Twitter
@digitalasset and @damldriven
Set up a call or meeting
by contacting us at sales@digitalasset.com

synchronized networks.
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